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Camino de Santiago

There is an ancient pilgrim path in Spain
which is also known as the Camino
Frances, measuring roughly 800km

I rst read about it in my Thirties and I
was intrigued. A long walk from the
bottom of France to a city in Spain,
which was hard to nd on a small map,
at the time. I wanted to do something
physical to celebrate my upcoming 40th
birthday and this pilgrimage sounded
very appealing. Information on the
Camino was scarce as the internet was
still very young, Facebook hadn’t been
invented yet! I ordered a small guide
online and started chatting to my
overseas sisters about my plans. Two of
my overseas sisters were keen to join
me which started making the timing
tricky. As time went on, things started to
change, and my one sister was
diagnosed with breast cancer, the other
sister’s daughter planned a UK wedding
and it began to make logical sense to
change my plans to walk something in
the UK. We ended up walking the 100
mile West Highland Way, from Glasgowmy birth city- to Fort William. This was a
great adventure and literally got me on
the road to running. So my plan to walk
the Camino was stored on my bucket
list and in a way I had forgotten about it.
Fast forward to present day, and once
again the Camino beckons. After a
series of events and timing, the way
opened up and I am a few weeks away
from starting this new adventure.
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Making the decision.
When I started toying with the idea of
walking it again I was perplexed. Now
there is an abundance of information on
the internet as well as books, lms,
guides and blogs. I had a few things to
consider.
Which route? As the more I read,
the more I saw that there were
many attractive options to make
this pilgrimage
When to go?
Most people
recommended avoiding mid year,
as it is high season, hot and busy.
Why am I going? Is it a pilgrimage
in the spiritual sense? A physical
adventure? To find myself?

Things started opening up and falling
into place for me so I decided to stay
with the ow. Hubby was then booked
on a work job in France so it made
sense to meet him there and make my
way down to the start in St Jean Piet du
Port. This would mean slap bang in the
middle of peak season. But it felt right
so I booked my ticket. After much
research and toying and feeling about it,
I decided to go with the more popular
route. Yes it means more people, but
doing this on my own for the very rst
time, I preferred the idea of seeing
people on route and not feeling alone in
the wilderness.
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I still don’t have a de nite ‘reason’ for
going, all I know that it is something I
want to do. I read a great book by JeanChristophe Ru n, called The Santiago
Pilgrimage. Being an accomplished
author in his native country France, his
explanation of his journey spoke
straight to my heart almost wordlessly.
He wrote “My remarks…to describe what
the pilgrimage meant to me. …I was
looking for nothing when I set o for
Santiago de Compostela, and I found it.”
This best describes my reason for
walking the route. It is there and I am
going to walk it!
French Trains

Sitting on board a very comfy rst class
seat on a fast train in France makes me
appreciate modern life. I was nervous
when I left Nic behind at the subway
station primarily because I don’t speak
French. Not that Nic does either but two
heads are better than one, right? The
subway was exciting because I had to
change at one stop and I had to try to
nd my platform in the midst of a whole
lot of fast moving French people and I
couldn’t spot my direction of the line I
was supposed to take. After some urine
smelling passages, I found it and waited
for the train feeling relieved. I have
learned to observe things when it
comes to opening strange doors so I
held back and watched when the train
pulled in. A rather full train opened up
to a standing position and I started to
relax now that I was on my last section.
One of my pet hates appeared, just
remind me that I hate a banal
saxophone and a begging one at that.
He reluctantly left the train empty
handed at the next stop when he
realised this was a carriage of silence
appreciators .
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My stop appeared and I was spat out
into the main station where after
checking in, I was able to reassure on
free WiFi Nic that I had made it. The
platform only opened 20 minutes before
departure which saw a crazy stampede
for the very popular train. An o cial
sta guy shouted instructions in French
and I stood still in my ignorance. A
French lady chatted to me with much
tutting and I realised that she was
talking to me. I blinked, shrugged, shook
my head and smiled. She shrugged in
return.
Eventually I reached my carriage where
I sat across an elderly gent who looked
like he had stepped from the movies. I
swear all that was missing was his
cravat.
I was amazed by people traveling with
their dogs and on this fancy train of
which I had seen two. A Jack Russell
was lying quietly in this compartment
under his owners legs and only seemed
to stir when the second, a larger dog,
walked past with its owner. My trip was
ve hours long so the owners must
know how long dogs can hold in their
need to call nature, and I was
impressed.

The luxury trip ended with us being spat
out at a very small station in Bayonne
where it became obvious which onward
train was mine. Backpackers everywhere
young and old, as many of us solo
walkers
stood
staring
ahead
contemplating the journey ahead. A two
compartment train chugged into the
station to collect us and I was surprised
by how new it was, once I climbed on.
Panoramic windows and enough shelf
space to hold our backpacks made for a
pleasant journey. At the last minute a
class of tiny kids bundled onto the train
and some brave teachers sat them
down. They made the journey amusing
with their ‘oohs and aahs’ every time we
went through a tunnel. One small stop
on the line saw the entrance of a
chicken which delighted some of the
kids and some Asian backpackers. I
didn’t actually see it but heard the
clucking, I kid you not, as well as the
shrieks when the aforementioned tried
to touch it.
All too soon our trained pulled into my
nal destination and we all piled out
eager to nd our beds for the night. The
end of the line for my French train
travel- for now!
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First Night in an Albergue
My Camino journey, like many others
started in a small French town, St Jean
Pied de Port, at the base of the
Pyrenees. I had booked into my hostel
and we were welcomed by a very eager
Hospitelero, Joseph. He had the hardest
task to get us to relax and enjoy the eve
of our Camino. Slowly he encouraged us
to share a little bit of ourselves which
took some of the awkwardness away
from a group of strangers. At home we
are known as brave or looney, perhaps a
bit of both. Here though, we realised
that we are almost Pilgrims and that
gave us no special status amongst
ourselves.

After a vegetarian dinner we were told
‘lights out ‘ at 10:30. This didn’t give me
much time to settle in and sort my
backpack nor shower but I did what I
could and tried to settle in. I was in a
single bed with no bunk above me, but I
had been put into the room with a
snorer. I also had a strange allergic
reaction to something unknown so I
tried to nd some meds with the aid of
a cleverly placed tiny torch, even if I say
so myself. Allergy crisis averted I started
my pretence of sleep. I suffer from sleep
envy but I realised that my brain was
over tired and wide awake and was
grateful for a short walk stage on the
next day.
Eventually I saw morning light and was
glad to be starting this long awaited
day. After showering I realised that
evening showers will work better so I
can dry my quick-dry towel before I pack
it away. I live and learn.
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4 days of Walking
What a ride or rather- walk.
The Camino Frances is the most popular
route of the Camino Santiago de
Compostela with almost 40 000
‘Pilgrims’ having done it in June. I was
one of those who started it on 1st July
and it is easy to see why it is so popular.
The scenery, the hospitality of the locals
and the physical challenge are some of
the drawcards. Today I arrived in
Pomplona after having walked almost
70km which in a way doesn’t sound too
far but the route was one of the hardest
I have done. I walked from a quaint little
town at the bottom of France up
through the Pyrenees
mountains
through some heavy mist and fairly cool
weather, down the other side with
scorching sun to get to Pomplona just in
time for the San Fermín running of the
bulls festival.

I joined up with two American ladies
and shared bunks, stories, meals and
miles with the common goal of getting
to Santiago. I was grateful to walk with
someone on the misty day as visibility
was very low so it was good having
someone ‘having my back’. Our hostels
have been warm and homely to
comfortable and sterile to pokey and
unusual. My biggest problem so far has
been my light sleeping. I am extremely
sensitive to noise when my eyes are
closed and my long time friend of
earplugs has been unable to keep out
the long rumble of snoring. I have finally
managed to use music in one ear to
block out and that has helped a little.
But my batteries ran out and my body
got very excited when a good song
came on and I would start to dance (well
my calf jiggled). After a bonus of about 4
hours sleep it seems as if my latest
issue is blisters. Deep under the pads of
my feet. I think it is from the extreme
braki ng I use when going downhill.
Unlike my running blisters, these seem
to hurt and my grimace is being
mistaken for my friendly smile.
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I decided to take a day o to give my
‘sole’ a breather. I have booked a
massage and intend to explore the
beautiful city and absorb the excitement
growing in the city for the festival in 2
days time. It does mean that my walking
partners change but it will be okay. My
body needs the rest and on this
pilgrimage stage, my body is in charge

Last July, my soul sister and friend
began her life’s end. A car accident saw
her feeling thankful for not having any
injuries only to be admitted to hospital
a few days later. She bounced back after
a week in hospital and we sat relieved,
on her couch drinking tea and counting
our blessings. She felt truly happy in
her new home and we were looking
forward to watching her befriend the
local birds and anything and anyone
else that crossed her path. Suddenly,
without any real warning our lives
changed. This time, it was her last stay
in hospital (a place where she once felt
safe) a place where her lovely life would
end.

July

My world stopped too. All of a sudden I
was thrust into the abyss of grief once
more. All unshed tears for my lovely
sister Joanne, dear friend Kerry and now
Carrie, stockpiled in my system as the
fear to let them out, took charge and I
became numb. I went into auto-pilot
and functioned. More drama spilled into
my life and earlier this year I lost my inlaws.

For half my life, the month of July has
been painful and hard. I experienced my
rst brush with grief when my mum
died suddenly in July when I was a
young 25. It shook my life in
immeasurable ways and I am known to
dwell in the past which now, was the
only place where I could nd my mum.
Every year as the scab over my heart
thickened I would clock o the time as
the memories of her began to fade and
my panic would raise.
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It was not a conscious decision to
change the energy of July although I
believe it is by no accident that I write
this in the Spanish city of Pomplona.
The magical Camino Frances called me
once more to take up the pilgrimage in
the Holy year when St James day falls on
a Sunday the 25th of the month. This
too being the 25th anniversary of my
mum’s death.
The San Fermín festival has not yet
started but watching the community
gather together in loving ways has been
therapeutic to witness. Most of it will
remain a mystery to me right now as I
return to my walk before the formalities
begin but it has served a purpose to me
that I was unaware of.
The neutralising of the seventh month
in a very healing way.
O Soly Soly

Today was the rst stretch that I walked
my own as a solo pilgrim . The initial
day doesn’t really count as there were
many of us and we all set o at the
same time.This morning I was the only
Pelegrina (pilgrim) that was leaving the
hostel and I made my way through a
very excited city of Pomplona readying
themselves for the San Fermín festival
that began at noon. I walked past
delivery trucks, bar workers setting up
tables, ag erectors on tiny balconies,
early morning smokers who wished me
a ‘Beun Camino’ meaning ‘good journey’
and is the standard greeting for anyone
with a backpack. I followed the silver
waymarkers dotted in the cobblestone
streets of the old town allowing them to
guide me out of the city. It seemed that I
reached the countryside very quickly
were I was treated to splendid views
and happy dogs romping with their
owners along the paths between the
fields. I am su ering from dog envy and
one lovely dog must have realised this
as the golden retriever rushed out the
golden barley to let me pat him. We
parted ways smiling and I started
noticing how busy the birds were at
g i v i n g me music along my route. I
reached my hostel rather quickly and
contemplated going on but my feet and
back squealed so I checked in a very
busy room that sleeps 11
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I spent the day chatting to a Scotsman
who has done a lot of camino’s and he
gave me a lot of useful information.
In the evening while the sun still coated
the sky at 9pm I was lured back into the
street by a local who entertained us with
some local guitar and songs. Now I have
a very loud snorer at the end of my
bunk who is shaking the ground. I had
better find myself a private room soon!
Ola! 
The last two days days I have walked
solo and it has been very interesting.
Hubby is concerned that I am on my
own but I am enjoying it. The only
downside is (ok there are two) that
when something funny happens it feels
strange laughing to myself and the
second thing is that I have to get stu
out of my own rucksack and not have a
fellow pilgrim just dig into the pocket
while still on my back.

I also had my rst experience of getting
‘lost’. This happened approximately 4
minutes after my inner congratulating
myself that I can spot the yellow arrow
route indicators. I ambled on a path and
I did have a thought that this didn’t
seem as well maintained as the others. I
continue on and spot a man in the
bushes. I am a little nervous to see what
he was up to but he swung round and
started talking very animatedly and I
stood
blinking
and blanking. He
eventually said the words Santiago and
pointed as he was bending down to
draw a map (I think). I had thrust my
phone with Google Translate on, in his
face and it was his turn to blink at it.
Eventually the penny ( or should that be
cent?) dropped and I turned back saying
as best I can ‘ gracias’.
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I had a cute bunny jump out on the path
and run ahead, on two mornings and I
am loving seeing all the butter ies. The
bird life is amazing too and I am
enjoying the di erent chirps and songs
when the loud heartbeat in my ears
stops. I must be getting walking t as I
can get further up a hill without needing
to stop after 10 steps. Although
yesterday there was a mother of a climb
which seemed to tease me by providing
little shade for me to stop at. I was
standing there panting my head o
when suddenly I saw a cyclist who was
having it much worse than me. His bike
almost did a wheelie it was so steep so I
began to feel better. A few hundred
metres up ahead I saw him have to get
o and push. My backpack felt a lot
lighter from then on.

I am truly loving the beauty of the place,
both in nature and in the towns. It is
really beautiful and quiet. It seems like
the people are either always working or
always siesta-ing. As a ‘Pilgrim’ we have
access to 3 course dinners for around
€10. Last night 5 of us hostel dwellers
sat down to a meal prepared by an
older looking gentleman
(but who
knows- right?). He had a heavy metal
radio station playing rather loudly and it
was the rst time I have heard the radio.
To add to my entertainment I saw him
dance to a song through the screen.
This whole experience is so out of my
expectations and so much better. I have
been asked is it living up to my
expectations and I can honestly say I
came with an open mind. I heard lots of
di erent stories, forums and 3 books
but it has been like my own serving of a
Camino journey.
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10 Days a Pilgrim
It seems surreal I am sitting across on a
couch in my hostel with the Tour de
France on the Spanish telly. Locals and
their dogs are out for a drink at the bar
and heat is blaring down while my
washing dries in the Spanish sun. I have
walked from France (okay, it was the
very bottom of France but still) to this
tiny dorp which measures roughly
100km in distance from the start.
To sum it all up is the surreal situation. I
have gone through physical discomfort
and challenges to emotional rollercoaster in a few short days. It may be
the same for everyone as we learn to
live without our physical comforts (and
support) from home. Every day a new
town, shower, bed and sleeping mates
as Pilgrims from around the world try to
nd a new routine. Some people are up
very early to make headway before the
Spanish heat. Some have to be pried
from bed and growl at the plastic
rustlers in the low light. I am both
amazed and sometimes irritated by all
of it.

It is said that we face our ‘demons- or
dark selves’ on the slow pilgrimage to
Santiago. I have already seen glimpses
of mine. My rst issue was my light
sleeping and noise sensitivity. Tested to
the maximum by being roused from
eventual slumber by snorers. If I get up
early for something I am cheery
however I don’t take kindly to being
woken for nothing. Eventually I had to
face the issue and so far I have booked
a private room and when that option
isn’t available, I took a fellow pilgrim’s
antihistamine. Both worked a treat and I
had two full nights sleep. I am slowly
understanding that it is okay to have an
opinion or not and that it is important to
get the best bed available. I have
learned a new kind of sel shness that
isn’t really sel sh but it is very unusual
for me to put myself rst in very basic
ways. (It might not seem like it if you
talk to my husband though ?)
I am living, learning and loving it. All of
it.
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Spanish Fever
Today was a hard day. My feet throbbed
and I started to feel a bit feverish. I
wasn’t sure if it was from my icky chest
or the pain from my feet spreading
through my body.
The day started cooler than yesterday
and I was grateful that I had put it in
‘cool’ towel that was being used now to
keep my neck warm. I mistakenly put
my walking stick in my backpack that
was being driven to the next stop over
point and there were some mean
uphills in the early stage of the day.
Thankfully Grace loaned me one of hers
which helped tremendously from
further scrunching my delicate toes.

I started planning my next days as rest
days when we stopped in a town for a
drink. I took the plasters o my grateful
toes and saw that a plaster fold had
started to rub. After an airing and a
gentle massage, I felt good to go.
We approached the town of Logroño
and saw big buildings and I wondering
how far my hotel was. We walked along
the motorway on a path for a long time
so I got out my music to deafen the
tra c noise. It helped lift my spirit a bit
and on reaching the city I saw that my
hotel was close to the walking route and
made my way over. After getting a little
bit lost, I figured it out and to my dismay
I realised that I had a 3 hour wait before
I could check in. I Visited the cathedral
and marvelled at all the gold displayed
and then I sat a local cafe on the square
and just accepted the fact that I am still
lucky to be here. As they say in Afrikaans
‘more is nog ‘n dag’. Tomorrow is
another day!
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Landscape Changes
As I reach the end of my second week of
walking, the landscape has changed
rather dramatically. The Pyrenees are
far behind me with the Heidi houses,
cowbells and lush green slopes and it
seems so long ago that I saw it. Now
winelands with golden barley (I think)
weave the less dramatic but still
beautiful, horizon. I am thankful that the
extreme slopes have lessened although
I may be getting walking t as I am
needing to stop less on the uphills.

Postcard villages still insist on my taking
endless snaps although I must admit to
getting ‘pretty view fatigue ‘. I am nding
a new ‘routine ‘ and I am still enjoying
the walking. There was a day when I was
considering getting close to Spanish
public transport but eventually decided
to only send my rucksack on ahead to
the next stop over point. What an
instant mood booster. Every morning I
feel such glee at leaving behind my
‘burden’ of baggage and get out into the
fresh air with a renewed enthusiasm.
There are the critics who say that it is
‘cheating‘ and is not the way of the
pilgrim but I thought about it and I
realised that the medieval pilgrim would
not have been carrying everything that I
was carrying. Plus they would not be
walking in hi-tech shoes nor carrying
plastic bottles. This is 2016 and we have
the modern facilities as well as WiFi so I
am making the most of my situation.
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I am still so impressed with Spain and
its people. Everyone greets us with a
‘Beun Camino ‘ and are very welcoming
in an un-English way. I have had
conversations with me nodding yet I still
manage to follow the gist of what they
have said. As the routine begins to settle
and the kilometres get ticked o , I
remain grateful for this amazing
experience and am looking forward to
each stage.

Contemplating

I have a month left before I get home.
Today I feel like going to the end, getting
on a plane and saying ‘adios’. It’s not
that this trip is awful, quite the contrary.
It’s just that I miss home. I miss my
hubby, dogs, bed, bath, mugs of tea and
the familiarity that comes with all of it.
Traveling can be tough. I want to
experience di erent things and see
di erent places yet I yearn for the
similar.
Being away from home for four weeks
breaks through the exciting barrier. Nine
years ago I spent 4 months with my
sister in Scotland and I went through the
same after the rst month. Then a shift
happens and familiar takes on a new
look. I imagine this time will be no
di erent. My rucksack and limited
wardrobe feels at the same time both
restrictive and comforting.
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The slow travel cuts me o from the
speed of ‘normal’ life. Walking from
town to town gives me a feeling of
accomplishment and frustration. It
seems to be talking so long to get
places as we log around 5km an hourmountains permitting. I run faster than
this yet I know this is not a race. The
beauty begins to numb my brain and it
becomes a hassle to take out my
camera. I sound restless and ungrateful
but I know that this is part of my
process.
Small things take on a new importance.
A chair has never felt so welcomed. Ice
in a zzy coldrink lls me with delight.
Bottom bunks become exciting and no
bunks feel like a huge gift. A bath tub is
like a four leaved clover and a hair dryer
has become a new sense of excitement.
I have been asked if my experiences are
anything like I expected. I can honestly
say ‘no’. However I am not sure what I
expected. In a way I expected it to be
more spiritual but so far it is not. The
methodical rhythm of walking has not
really led me to any spiritual answers. It
has not made me fall on bended knee at
the endless supply of quaint churches
and tears have not yet spilled from the
dark abyss of grief which I know is
locked down somewhere inside.

I have felt light and delight at the beauty
of the Heidi houses, the valleys and
elds. I have wondered about the young
people living in tiny towns that seem so
quiet and deserted. I have been
fascinated by the siesta way of life. I am
impressed by the peace in the people
that look impatient and prove me
wrong. I am thankful that so many
people live on the camino route to help
so many of us with our journey. I have
listened to fellow travelers gush about
their journey. I overheard a man lament
his soul mate who returned early to
South Africa, another who was confused
by the feelings he was having for a
beautiful pilgrim and yet another who
was pondering his purpose. Many of us
come to the Camino to heal, yet many of
us (ok I) wonder what I am doing here.
But on a thankful, rest day, it is easy to
get contemplative, with the luxury of
rest, so I am not concerned with my
erratic thoughts. I am simply writing
them down to remember.
Onwards to Leon (tomorrow)
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Things that go bump in the (not
quite dark) night!

Some rest days in the larger city of
Burgos started me o thinking that I
should just get on a plane out of here. I
put it down to not walking during that
time. So we walked 32km after leaving
the town and I seemed to hit a physical
wobbly when we were nished. I felt
nauseous and lump. One of my running
friends likened it to ‘hitting the wall’ in a
race. That settled me a bit. My toe
blisters had healed and I was looking
forward to walking some more. Then I
got my credit card summary on my
phone and I went into a bit of a nancial
panic. My funds had been spent way
quicker than I had anticipated and I
wasn’t really surprised when I ended up
getting a blister on my heel. The ‘seat’ of
financial worries according to some.

Around 250km into the Camino Frances
there is a rather testing area which is
known as the Mesata. It is at and
rather dull after having traversed
through mountains, dells, vineyards
and lush green landscapes. A strange
thing happens to Pelegrinas here and
add to this, the e ect of a full moon and
female hormones are pushed to full tilt.
We get cranky, bored and miserable.
Okay maybe I should not talk about all
women, but I know this one was pretty
out there.
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In two days we covered 62km so I was
feeling quite good apart from the new
worry. We booked into a hostel and into
a huge room which slept around 30 of
us. Now I know that antihistamine helps
me sleep so I took my tablet, donned
my eye pads (a Camino necessity for
me) and earplugs and promptly dozed
o . I felt the bed shake a bit when the
top bunk sleeper climbed on and luckily
ignored the ruckus happening all
around me. I found out the next
morning that a young couple opposite
me could not hold back their yearnings
and had some public sexual action. This
was at the same time as the young 12
year old, was trying to climb onto his
bunk above me. I was morti ed when I
heard and understood why my Camino
mate could not get to sleep afterwards
after seeing the amorous couple. Some
things are just very unusual on the
Camino or is it just me that is not

Our shorter walk today proved nice and
cool for the rst 25 kilometres as we left
the hostel not long after 5am. We saw
the police doing patrol in the middle of
the farmland under a beautiful full
moon
and
I
listened
while my
companion growled her way out of
town. After our pace settled I listened to
some music and realised that I am
doing ne. Tomorrow we are catching a
bus 20km down the road to the next
stop over and I am looking forward to it.
The journey is a personal one for
everyone and sometimes realising that
we have many choices and we don’t
need to take all of them is incredibly
freeing.
I have less than a month left and the
yearning for home has shifted as I knew
it would. As the kilometres get clocked
so does the life experience and it ain’t
always pretty but it is life and I am
loving it.

Europe wise?
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History Lesson
My Camino journey continues to
surprise me. I am still enjoying it and at
the same time wishing I was home
snuggling with my dogs.
Before I came here, I read books,
researched, and chatted with my good
friend who has walked the camino
herself. One of her expressions stuck
with me unknowingly but came up in
my mind on my journey. She remarked
that she found the ornate golden altars,
art and statues in the many churches
disgusting when the areas surrounding
the church
lled with poverty and
despair. I almost defended the ideology
being a (very) lapsed Catholic. True to
th a t thought I went into the rst big
Cathedral and her words rushed to my
mind. I held the thought for a moment
and then forgot about it.

Today I met an extremely interesting
History Professor who was lled with
stories not only about Camino history
but Catholic history. I picked his brain
and engaged in deep philosophical
chats about everything and nothing. He
is a devout Catholic and was remarking
that so far (half way) he had only come
across one other Pilgrim who admitted
to walking the way for religious reasons.
Being in academics he is used to people
ques ti oni ng him so he enjoyed the
banter. Plus he is Irish and lives in
America so he is used to debates. He
proposed quite radical reform for his
church and getting females into clergy
wouldn’t be the answer. He used the
idiom his American wife had proposed
that ‘the church needs to have a garage
sale of everything’. He explained that
priests had become real estate
managers and only had 10% of their
time to devote to ecumenical matters.
The
spiritual gap that modern life
dwellers felt, is not being addressed by
the church and that an overhaul is
needed. The discussions went on and
the information is still sinking into my
psyche and he later left to go to Mass. I
asked him to say a prayer for us and he
added that he would light candles for us
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He walks early and far daily and I doubt
our paths will meet again but tonight I
am
grateful
for
these
‘chance’
encounters that I am having which helps
me flex my brain and ideology.
Tomorrow sees me take another train to
the chocolate capital of Spain. Sadly the
planning is a little bit o on this part as
it is ‘Domingo’ which means everything
is closed so I am not sure I will be able
to taste this capital!

Half my Life
I only had my mum for the rst half of
my life. I had just celebrated a
signi cant birthday having turned 25 on
the 25th. A childhood challenge that
amused me. Today marks the 25th
anniversary of her passing and I thought
about her a lot. I walked a pleasant
20km early morning from one small
Spanish village to another as part of the
Camino and I had plenty of time to
think.
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It is strange thinking about my mum
because it feels so long ago that I
actually talked to her. A lifetime ago
really. So much has happened since
then, 4 more grandkids and two great
grandkids. So much life and death and
everything in between. Tomorrow we
pass a signi cant place on the Camino.
A place where people leave tributes to
loved ones I am going to place this
heart shaped stone I picked up in
Johannesburg and dedicate it to all my
loved ones in spirit. In a way I am happy
that I am doing this. Yet sad that I have
so many loved ones no longer here.

27 Days
27 days. That is how long I have been on
the Camino. We have 9 walking days left
to go and in so many ways I want this to
be done. Don’t get me wrong, I am
having a great time but in many ways it
feels done. There are many things that I
am extremely mindful and grateful for
yet I nd myself longing for many
different things.

We only borrow people and have them
for a short time. Much like this journey
on the Camino. Some people we have
more time with, others we only greet
and wish a ‘Beun Camino’. I am glad for
the people I shared with both here and
in my life and even though my time with
mum was brief I would change it for the
world.
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There is beauty everywhere and lovely
glorious
sunshine.
The
Spanish
countryside is nothing like I imagined.
Mind you, I don’t think I imagined
anything. I had spent two quick days in
an industrial part of Madrid in the year
2000 and all I remember is that it looked
so much like home. What I have been
gifted with, is extremely di cult to put
words to. I have found that I am really
really interested in buildings and
architecture so I may look into this in
more detail in my future. I think I may
be su ering from visual stimulation
overload. There are lovely images just
waiting to be forever captured yet I don’t
take out my camera. This is a familiar
feeling. On a family trip of the UK we
su ered from castle overload. So here I
pass on by the visual image that may
have caused a future gasp.

I may start feeling di erently as we
move into single gures of walking days
because my hubby has left home to go
work on the Olympics in Rio. He was
very diligent in sending me pictures of
my dogs and they made my heart melt
and my longing for home increase.
Sleeping on a cramped bunk-bed
seemed ok until I saw my four legged
furries stretch out on my king sized bed.
But then he would tell me how cold it
was and that the wind was blowing a
gale and I felt huge gratitude to be
missing the worst of winter. This trip
has indeed taught me how to be
grateful for the small things in life. My
own shower, hair conditioner, quiet in
the morning, two pillows, my couch, a
MUG of tea, peanut butter sandwich,
clean cutlery on a second course of
food, driving my car instead of walking
everywhere,
constant
cell
phone
contact, di erent clothes, and blow
drying my hair.
I am looking forward to appreciating my
life back home but in the meantime it’s
‘Beun Camino’ . Onwards and upwards.
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Remembering the learning
It seems like I have been Camino
bashing so today while walking, I was
thinking about all the things I have
learned on this journey.
I have to start with the di erent
interesting people I have spent
moments or meals with. It started with a
pilgrim meal, moments after getting o
my rst train from Paris. We were
mostly female with two token men at
t h e gathering where our Hospitelero
(host) told us that the previous evening
the balance had been majority male. I
met
Danes,
Swedes,
Australians,
ministers and atheists as well as some
experienced pilgrims returning with
their family to start the journey. This
little group became a bit like family on
seeing some of them later on my
journey except names were forgotten.
(Wait- that is like our family too!)

On subsequent meals I met a cardiac
surgeon from a famous clinic in the
States and a History Professor from
another American University. Both men
were originally from the UK. I learned a
lot from both. There was a group of 6
from the UK that were walking a stage,
all of whom were over 70. Two of them
had met as mature students recently on
an Art history degree. They fascinated
me and the one lady was extremely
witty. I met a Hungarian who worked
with models on some interesting shows
and he wanted to start up a coaching
agency for women over 30 to get them
dating. My walking partner has a
fascinating story and she renovated her
RV ( campervan to us Sa a’s) all by
herself.
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The history professor probably taught
me the most about the Camino. He told
me that as a Catholic, if one was to die
while on the Camino, purgatory would
be by-passed. He shared how most
early pilgrims never made it to Santiago
as crime was rampant and most would
be mugged, robbed and harmed.
Women in the small towns would ‘aid’
male pilgrims in various ways in order
to make a living. He explained about the
Spanish agriculture and we had huge
discussions about how the Catholic
Church needed an urgent Renaissance.
Well, I didn’t really discuss, I asked the
questions. He was a fascinating man
and I am still mulling over much of
which he told me and that was almost a
week ago.

So as I hear the rooster mark the end of
his day and my bed squeaks as I turn
slightly, I settle down to a hot night in a
very strange hostel, in a town almost
forgotten by the world and remember
the magic that is constantly happening
in my life.

There will be many more stories and
memories that will no doubt surface
over the course of my life and it helps
me to write them down. For now, I am
looking forward to the last stage of the
journey now that we have broken the
200km left mark and I must admit that I
am looking forward to finishing.
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Blessings
It is a strange thing this Camino. We get
up before sunrise to start walking and
nish our journey around lunchtime
and rest for the afternoon and evening.
Then we pack, sleep and do it all again
the next day. Why? Well the answer is
di erent for everyone and for the past
month it became our ‘job’. My answer
varies continously and today I was
thinking about how unconventional my
life has been.

From coming from a large female
dominated family immigrating to a far
o land in the early 70’s to working in a
male dominated world of TV, I thought
just how unlikely my life has been. I
have been fortunate to have been raised
by excellent parents with the support of
protective siblings which made me feel
safe in the world. While living a life my
mum could never have had- by nishing
school, traveling and choosing not to
have children with a husband that never
wanted me to be conventional, today I
was re ecting on the timing of my life. I
am aware of how di erent my
generation has been and the freedom in
choices from my mum’s generation. I
was thinking about how she would brag
about my escapades to the bowling
ladies and how she never seemed to
comment to me directly. I would hear
via my friends about her bragging and
often with some exaggeration and I
would laugh.
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Today I know she would be proud of my
choices even if she would shake her
head like my dad does as he tries to
wrap his mindset around what my life
looks like. I am thankful for my family
that support me even if they don’t
understand me either. Some things are
not really meant to be understood but
simply explored and I am no clearer to
understanding myself.
Today was a blessings day and for 6
more days I can explore my thoughts
while walking my way to a city that has
never really had any relevance to my life
before now. I am looking forward to it!

115km To Go!
The Camino is now well known in Spain.
For a while it was forgotten, as the older
religious Pilgrims fell away and many of
the small towns or rather villages
struggled to keep their livelihood going .
About 18 years ago there was a sudden
reawakening of interest. A few famous
people wrote some books, movies and
documentaries made and many people
from around the world pitched up to
complete the journey.
The Spanish government has now
invested money into it and the
European Union is giving some help
and the villages are ourishing, the path
is well maintained and there is a
resurgence of pride amongst local
P i l g r i m s . To get a certi cate of
completion one needs to complete the
last 100km of the route. I overhead
someone saying that people now put it
on their CV , much like Comrades I
expect.
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In August, the route has its busiest time.
Half the recorded Pilgrims are Spanish
due to it being summer holidays. Today
we met many of the new Pilgrims. How
could we tell? They smelled clean, fresh
and looked groomed. Their shoes were
still new and their yoga mats uncrinkled.
Plus they chatted a lot as they dawdled
together in their original bunches in
matching t-shirts until they reached the
rst hill. It was decidedly mean I must
a d m i t and I recognised the look of
horror as I strode past without my
rucksack and greeted with a cheery
‘beunas dias’. They panted back a
mumble and we all moved slightly
closer to the end.

This increase in foot tra c meant our
initial two hours was busier than before
and noisier. I watched my Camino mate
stride o into the distance and I knew it
would be crazy to try keep up. Our night
before’s 4-bedded hostel room which
initially, had seemed idyllic was close to
becoming a scene from ‘Orange is the
new black‘ when Grace caught the
dread-locked ladies smooching up a
storm. She didn’t have eye pads or
earplugs like I did so she was grumpy,
with reason, when we set out. For a
moment we were wishing for the randy
Germans back. Flies had pestered me
most of the night too so the initial surge
in this morning’s speed was good to get
the aggression out of the system. After
our rst drinks break the route calmed
down and at times it seemed like we
were the only two walking. The trees are
magni cent and I was seeing faces and
shapes in all the gnarled branches and
ivy.
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We reached our overnight stop fairly
early and managed to get a private
room for the two of us. The weather
heated up after we nished and I felt for
those new Pilgrims working their new
journey on foot.
Four days of walking left and I am
looking forward to it.

Ca Me No?
It is the night before my last bit of the
Camino Frances walk and all that is left
is a short 20km. The Camino o cially
stops in the city of Santiago where the
remains of St James (allegedly) are said
to be buried. In some of the reading I
have done it was mentioned that the
route used to end at the sea in a small
town of Fisterra but this was more a
Pagan practice which the Church
changed. I am grateful for that change
because I prefer not having another
100km to walk to reach the sea.

Much like the nish line nearing in a
race, I am ecstatically happy at the
thought that it is nearly done and I have
made it. I have enjoyed it in many ways
and I certainly have learned a lot more
about myself than before it started. I
know for sure that I don’t like getting
water dripping down the back of my
neck when it rains. I don’t like carrying a
rucksack when I don’t have to but I
prefer that to carrying something in my
hands. I don’t like sharing my bedroom
with 10 strangers talking in strange
languages and snoring in the same
tone. I am a bit picky at getting into wet
showers and hate it when the toilet
paper is nished. I have also become
adept at waving my hands around while
on Spanish toilets to keep the motion
sensors from switching the lights o . I
am pretty good at reading Spanish hand
signals and catching the gist of what is
being expressed.
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All small practical things and I am sure
there are some big philosophical
insights waiting to be unfolded. I know
the journey or Camino never really ends
and I don’t want it to. I am curious
(nosy?) by nature and no doubt there
will be more questions to come. One of
the wisest things I have heard is that ‘I
will never get it done ‘ and I am okay
with that knowledge because the world
is full of mystery and lessons and joy
and fun. I am looking forward to all of it.
Onwards to Santiago we go… (Fisterra
on the bus because, you know….)
Santiagoed
We came, we saw, we got the certificate.
The last stage of my Camino passed
seemingly very quickly although I can
clearly remember saying ‘this time next
week we’ll be done ‘ and now we are.

The nal stage saw us walking quickly
and excitedly towards the city. We
hardly stopped for a rest and almost
had to force ourselves to drink a co ee.
The approach to the city started about
10km out of town when signs started
popping up and the airport lights were
seen in a eld. This made us walk
quicker, only to nd that the outskirts
kept stretching. I asked Grace if we
would ever smell
the pungent,
fermenting haystack mixed with cow
dung again as the villages had less and
less telltale signs. Finally after a long
steep downhill from a monument that
fooled us into thinking there was a
bathroom available , the city started
properly. Train tracks, tra c circles,
trucks and cars driving round the wrong
side of the road all appeared just to
continue to confuse me. I began to feel
giddy, much like the last 3kays of the
Comrades because I know I have done
it. We laughed and wondered at how life
would feel without our ‘ job’ of walking.
We got to the old part of town being
guided by the Camino shells and
signposts and we continued on the
cobblestone
streets
towards
the
Cathedral which is the o cial end of the
journey. Just before the last corner there
was a lady bagpiper playing out
welcoming tunes. I felt my heart swell
as the realisation took hold.
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It is done.
Well, almost. There was a lack of pomp
or ceremony in front of the cathedral
and
nding the o ce to get our
Compostela (certi cate of completion)
proved tricky and a little disappointing.
But we found it and stood dutifully in
line while the reality of no more
compulsory-movement-needed sunk in.
The ladies at the very busy counters
were e cient and we were soon hustled
out of the room to make space for other
eager pilgrims. We walked back to the
cathedral then decided to go nd our
hotel and get cleaned up.

After all, that is the symbolism of life.
We are all on di erent paths just trying
to get home.

We made it to the Mass where the
priests swung the Boto ermo and the
massive organ played a dramatic tune
while the congregation ‘oohed’ as the
burner ew higher and higher. I must
admit that this somehow moved me
and I felt emotional. With a pu of
smoke it was all over, much like this
Camino. The drama settled down into
my body, I had a moment of wonder at
my body. Just like after doing Comrades
my body says ‘now what?’ I thanked it
and for a brief moment I thought ‘what
was I thinking?’ Now it is relax time, time
for re ection and thinking, for travel and
finally the journey home.
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My huge thanks must go to rstly my
husband who accepts that his crazy wife
is going to go o
on these wild
adventures.

Please feel free to drop me an email if
you want to ask any questions and I will
gladly help if I can. Thanks for reading!

Then to all the interesting people that
helped me before my Camino, The
Confraternity of St James based in Cape
Town do marvellous work on helping
local South Africans get prepared for
their Camino.
All those fellow Pilgrims I met on route
and to the nameless, fabulous,
confusing Spaniards who go out of their
way to help us Pilgrims. You are all
amazing!
Then lastly to my Camino Sister, Grace
who shared my life for a short period. It
was intense, gritty, beautiful and
magical. Thank you for showing up
(twice) and helping me get through my
journey.
To everyone who reads this and wants
to take up their own personal
pilgrimage, I would recommend it. It is
life changing.
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